Quantum mechanical fluctuations in an interval give rise to the Casimir effect, which destabilizes the size of the interval. This can be problematic in constructing Kaluza-Klein theories. We consider the possibility that a breakdown of the Poincaré symmetry in an extra dimension can solve this instability problem. As a specific example, we consider the space-time with a κ-deformed Poincaré algebra, calculate the Casimir force between two plates, and find that we can have an interval with a stable size.
Introduction
The existence of a large extra dimension may provide new insights into problems such as the hierarchy problem [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In that scenario [4] , only gravity can propagate in the higher dimensional bulk, and all other fields are confined to a lower dimensional brane. The background solution in Ref. [4] consists of two parallel flat branes -positive tension and negative tension-embedded in a five-dimensional Anti-de Sitter(AdS) bulk. Recently, other scenarios in which additional fields propagate in the bulk have been introduced [6] [7] [8] .
When the fields propagate in the bulk, a Casimir force which appears from vacuum fluctuation between two plates, causes a quantum instability of system [9] . Therefore, the Casimir force makes the size of the extra dimension go to zero or to infinity, thus finding the stability of a two plate system becomes important.
There are some papers which find the stabilization of two branes. Goldberger and Wise [10] proposed that a radion effective potential may stabilize two branes. Garriga at al. [11, 12] calculated the radion effective potential V ef f (φ) due to the Kaluza-Klein graviton and other massless bulk fields and found that the radion field φ could be stabilized through the Casimir force induced by the bulk field. The phenomenological study of the one-loop effect of the radion is in [13] . However, there are some problems in providing a theoretical basis for the origin of the radion effective potential.
Brevik et al. [14] calculated the thermodynamic energy (effective potential) at non-zero temperature. They suggested a new dynamical mechanism to stabilize the thermal brane-world universe in the low energy limit. In that paper, a more natural hierarchy was generated at low temperature compared with that of the hot inflationary universe.
Another candidate to stabilize the size of the extra dimension was suggested in Ref. [15] , where the non-commutativity of space time in the extra dimension was considered. In noncommutavive theory, the commutation relations among space-time coordinates are given by
and from the uncertainty relations,
we know that θ µν introduces a minimum area in the µ, ν plane. The space-time which satisfies Eq.(1.1) is called the canonical noncommutative space-time. Experimental tests for the noncommutativity of θ µν from deformed dispersion relations of canonical noncommutative space-time have been proposed in Ref. [16] . From this noncommutativity, Gomis et al. [17] calculated a Kaluza-Klein spectrum in a compact noncommutative extra dimension. The Casimir effect from a one-loop quantum correction in a compact noncommutative extra dimension was obtained in Ref. [15] , where the next order correction due to the noncommutativity was found to give either an attractive or a repulsive Casimir force. Also a stabilization of the size of the extra dimension in a gravity field was proposed.
In this paper, we explore another type of deformed Poincaré symmetry. The lesson to be learned in the approach is that a deformation of the Poincaré symmetry can be a source of stability for a two brane world. One example is κ-deformed theory. Using the relativistic harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian in κ-deformed space-time, we will calculate the Casimir force for a two parallel plate system.
Casimir effect
To set the notation, we briefly review the Casimir effect in ordinary space-time. Consider a massless scalar field φ confined between two parallel plates separated by a distance a [9, 15, 18] . Using the Dirichlet boundary condition
the Casimir energy per unit area can be obtained by summing up the zero-point energies:
We seth = c = 1. The integers n = 1, 2, · · · label the normal modes between the plates, and k is the transverse momenta along the plate. The sum is formally divergent.
If the definition of the Gamma function [15, 18] ,
is used, the energy per unit area becomes
After performing a Gaussian integration and an integration with respect to t, and using the definition of the Riemann zeta function, we can obtain the energy per unit area:
To avoid infinity when z is negative even integer, we use the reflection formula as follows:
The the final result is
The energy is always negative in even dimensions. In the d = 2 case, the Casimir energy per unit area in the transverse direction is
Then, we can obtain the force per unit area between the plates by taking the negative derivative of the energy per unit area with respect to a,
(2.9)
In even dimensions d, the Casimir force is always attractive; therefore, the two plate system cannot be stable. This system spontaneously collapses to one plate.
Casimir effect in κ−deformed theory
Since the κ-deformed Poincaré algebra was introduced in Ref. [19] and [20] , it has been widely studied in many papers theoretically [21] [22] [23] [24] , and phenomenologically [25, 26] . In κ-deformed Minkowski space, which is called a Lie-algebra noncommutative space-time, the commutation relations are given by [26] 
where λ = 1/κ. Since we seth = c = 1, λ has the dimension of length. From the commutation relations in Eq.(3.1), we obtain a κ-deformed Poincaré algebra, written in the bi-cross-product basis [23, 24] which consists of a classical Lorentz algebra
and a deformed commutation relations
where
. In a κ-deformed Poincaré algebra, the mass Casimir takes the form[26]
In the case of a massless scalar field (M = 0) localized between two plates, the dispersion relation can be written as
, we can write down the Schrödinger equation for a massless scalar field Ψ and find a relation between the energy in κ-deformed space-time and the energy in ordinary space-time:
where E λ is the κ-deformed energy. By putting P 2 into the non-deformed Hamiltonian H 0 and substituting the dispersion relation into the Schrödinger equation, we can relate the κ-deformed energy to the non-deformed energy E 0 as follows:
To calculate the Casimir effect, we choose a non-deformed Hamiltonian for harmonic oscillator. Then, the harmonic oscillator energy of in κ-deformed spacetime is
It is easy to show for the ordinary space-time that in the limit λ → 0, the κ-deformed energy goes to the ordinary harmonic oscillator energy:
Because the Casimir effect comes from the zero-mode energy, we expand the zero-mode energy (for very small λ, λ ≪ 1):
where ω = k 2 . We divide ω into two parts -one perpendicular to the plates and one along the plates. Since the direction perpendicular to the plates is compactified, the momentum is quantized as follow:
Then, we can calculate the Casimir energy by extracting the finite terms. The first term is the same as the ordinary Casimir energy in the previous section,
The second term becomes
In Eq.(3.13), only the second part depends on a. We can set this part to zero because the zeta function vanishes. We will apply this result to higher even powers of ω. The third term is similar to the first term, but has a different sign
Finally, the total Casimir energy is
The force per unit area between the plates can be obtained by taking the negative derivative of energy respect to a:
The first term in Eq.(3.16) is the ordinary Casimir force which causes the quantum instability. The second term in Eq.(3.15) is independent of a, so it does not contribute to the Casimir force. The signature of the last term in Eq.(3.16) is always positive in even dimensions. Therefore, it provides a repulsive force. In even dimensions, odd power of λ terms give a repulsive force, and the even power of λ terms give an attractive force. For small λ, we can ignore the higher order terms in Eq.(3.16). The different parts of the Casimir force in the leading-order term (attractive and repulsive) can provide stability to a two plate system.
From the result of this equation, we can calculate a numerical value of the separation between the two plates. For example, in the case of d = 2, the ratio between a and λ, which makes the two-plate system stable, is
The value of a approaches λ as d increases, but it always smaller than λ. Because the size of noncommutativity of λ is very small (about the Plank scale), it is convenient to introduce a very small extra dimension.
Discussion
Here, we calculated the Casimir force in κ-deformed theory and found stability for a small extra dimension. There are several papers which suggest stability for an extra dimension [15, 17] by using the Kaluza-Klein mode from quantum corrections. However, in this paper, the Casimir effect we derived was from the commutation relation, not from quantum correction. Thus, we can say that it is possible to stabilize an extra dimension on a classical level.
However, some problems exist in κ-deformed theory. The commutation relation in κ-deformed theory is different from the commutation relation of ordinary noncommutative space-time so called a canonical commutation relation. κ-deformed theory has a Lie-algebra-like commutation relation. The physical meaning of this theory needs further study. Another interesting problem is the study of free-field theory in κ-deformed space-time [27] . There are no welldefined κ-deformed second-quantized field theories yet.
